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Amendment to HB 1697-FN

Amend RSA 376-A:8 through RSA 376-A:10 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by replacing them

with the following:

376-A:8 Financial Responsibility of TNCs. On or before the effective date of this chapter and

thereafter:

I. Every TNC driver, or TNC on behalf of the driver, shall maintain primary motor vehicle

insurance that recognizes that the driver is a TNC driver or otherwise uses a vehicle to transport

passengers for compensation and covers the driver:

(a) While the driver is logged on to the TNC’s digital network; or

(b) While the driver is engaged in a prearranged ride.

II. The following motor vehicle insurance requirements shall apply while a participating

TNC driver is logged on to the TNC's digital network but is not engaged in a prearranged ride:

(a) Primary motor vehicle liability insurance, consistent with RSA 259:61, in the

amount of at least $50,000 for death and bodily injury per person; $100,000 for death and bodily

injury per incident; and $25,000 for property damage, including the duty to defend.

(b) Coverage consistent with New Hampshire financial responsibility laws.

III. The coverage requirements of paragraph II may be satisfied by any of the following:

(a) Motor vehicle insurance maintained by the TNC driver;

(b) Motor vehicle insurance maintained by the TNC; or

(c) Any combination of subparagraphs (a) and (b).

IV. The following motor vehicle insurance requirements shall apply while a TNC driver is

engaged in a prearranged ride:

(a) Primary motor vehicle liability insurance, consistent with RSA 259:61, that provides

at least $1,000,000 for death, bodily injury, and property damage and includes the duty to defend.

(b) Coverage consistent with New Hampshire financial responsibility laws.

V. The coverage requirements of paragraph IV may be satisfied by any of the following:

(a) Motor vehicle insurance maintained by the TNC driver;

(b) Motor vehicle insurance maintained by the TNC; or

(c) Any combination of subparagraphs (a) and (b).

VI. If insurance maintained by the TNC driver in paragraphs II and IV has lapsed or does

not provide the required coverage, insurance maintained by the TNC shall provide the coverage

required by this section beginning with the first dollar of a claim and shall have the duty to defend
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and indemnify such claim.

VII. Coverage under a motor vehicle insurance policy maintained by the TNC shall not be

dependent on a personal motor vehicle insurer first denying a claim nor shall a personal motor

vehicle insurance policy be required to first deny a claim.

VIII. Insurance required by this section shall be placed with an admitted insurer that has

the requisite certificate of authority to write motor vehicle insurance pursuant to RSA 401:1.

Insurance required under this section may be placed with an unadmitted surplus lines insurer

consistent with the provisions of RSA 405:24 through RSA 405:31.

IX. Every TNC driver shall carry physical or electronic proof of coverage satisfying

paragraphs II and IV with him or her at all times during his or her use of a vehicle in connection

with a TNC’s digital network. In the event of an accident, a TNC driver shall provide this

insurance coverage information to the directly interested parties, automobile insurers, and

investigating police officers. Upon request, a TNC driver shall also disclose to directly interested

parties, automobile insurers, and investigating police officers, whether he or she was logged on to

the TNC's digital network or on a prearranged ride at the time of an accident.

376-A:9 Disclosures. Before accepting a request for a prearranged ride on the TNC’s digital

network, every TNC shall disclose in writing to the TNC driver the following:

I. The insurance coverage, including the types of coverage and the limits for each coverage,

that the TNC provides while the TNC driver uses a personal vehicle in connection with a TNC’s

digital network; and

II. That the TNC driver’s own motor vehicle insurance policy might not provide any

coverage while the TNC driver is logged on to the TNC's digital network or is engaged in a

prearranged ride, depending on its terms.

376-A:10 Motor Vehicle Insurance Provisions.

I. Insurers that write motor vehicle insurance in New Hampshire may exclude any and all

coverage afforded under the policy issued to an owner or operator of a personal vehicle for any loss

or injury that occurs while a TNC driver is logged on to a TNC’s digital network or while a driver

provides a prearranged ride. The right to exclude all coverage may apply to any coverage included

in a motor vehicle insurance policy including, but not limited to:

(a) Liability coverage for bodily injury and property damage.

(b) Uninsured and under insured motorist coverage.

(c) Medical payments coverage.

(d) Comprehensive physical damage coverage.

(e) Collision physical damage coverage.

If the coverage has been excluded under this paragraph, and the insurance required to be

maintained by the TNC driver under RSA 376-A:8, II and IV has lapsed or does not provide the

required coverage, the state financial responsibility requirements in RSA 259:61, I, including costs
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of defense, shall be satisfied by the TNC's motor vehicle insurance policy, beginning with the first

dollar of a claim. Nothing in this section implies or requires that a personal motor vehicle

insurance policy provide coverage while the TNC driver is logged on to the TNC’s digital network,

while the TNC driver is engaged in a prearranged ride, or while the TNC driver otherwise uses a

vehicle to transport passengers for compensation. Nothing in this section shall be deemed to

preclude an insurer from providing coverage for the TNC driver’s vehicle, if it chooses to do so by

contract or endorsement.

II. No automobile insurer that excludes the coverage described in RSA 376-A:8 shall have a

duty to defend or indemnify any claim expressly excluded thereunder. Nothing in this section shall

be deemed to invalidate or limit an exclusion contained in a policy, including any policy in use or

approved for use in New Hampshire prior to the enactment of this chapter, that excludes coverage

for vehicles used to carry persons or property for a charge or available for hire by the public. An

automobile insurer that defends or indemnifies a claim against a driver that is excluded under the

terms of its policy, shall have a right of contribution against other insurers that provide automobile

insurance to the same driver in satisfaction of the coverage requirements of RSA 376-A:8 at the

time of loss.

III. In a claims coverage investigation, TNCs and any insurer potentially providing

coverage under RSA 376-A:8 shall cooperate in facilitating the exchange of relevant information

with directly involved parties and any insurer of the TNC driver if applicable, including the precise

times that a TNC driver logged on and off of the TNC’s digital network in the 12 hour period

immediately preceding and in the 12 hour period immediately following the accident and disclose to

one another a clear description of the coverage, exclusions, and limits provided under any

automobile insurance maintained under RSA 376-A:8.
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